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Abstract: Recently the spinor helicity and (two types of) superampli-
tude formalisms for 11D supergravity and 10D supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theories were proposed in [1, 2, 3]. In this contribution we describe briefly the
basic properties of these superamplitudes for the simpler case of 10D SYM.
1. Introduction. The impressive recent progress in calculation of loop am-
plitudes in maximally supersymmetric D = 4 gauge theory and supergravity,
N = 4 SYM and N = 8 SUGRA, has been reached in the frame of on–shell
amplitude calculus (see [4, 5, 6, 7] and refs. therein) using intensively the
so-called spinor helicity formalism and on-shell superfield approach.
These are based on the description of massless particle momentum and
polarizations by single complex Weyl spinor λα (α = 1, 2) called helicity
spinor, and its complex conjugate λ¯α˙ (α˙ = 1, 2). The (light-like) momentum
pµ(i) (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) of i-th particle is given by
pαα˙(i) := pµ(i)σ
µ
αα˙ = 2λα(i)λ¯α˙(i) ⇔ pµ(i) = λ(i)σµλ¯(i), (1)
where σµαα˙ are relativistic Pauli matrices. The polarization vectors of spin 1
particles (’gluons’) of negative and positive helicity are
ε
(+)
αα˙(i) = λα(i)µ¯α˙/[λ¯(i)µ¯] , ε
(−)
αα˙(i) = µαλ¯α˙(i)/< µλ(i) > , (2)
1
where µ¯α˙ = (µα)
∗ is a (constant) reference spinor, and
< µλ(i) >:= ǫαβµ
αλβ(i) ≡ µ
2λ1(i) − µ
1λ2(i) , [µ¯λ¯(i)] = ǫα˙β˙µ¯
α˙λ¯β˙(i) . (3)
The n-point scattering amplitudes, which we define with explicitly ex-
tracted momentum conservation delta function,
δ4(
n∑
i=1
pi)A(p1, ε1; ...; pn, εn) = A(λ1, λ¯1; . . . ;λn, λ¯n)δ
4(
n∑
i=1
λαiλ¯α˙i) , (4)
are independent of the choice of µ in (2), and obey the helicity constraints,
hˆ(i)A(1, ..., n) = hiA(1, ..., n) . (5)
Here hi is the helicity of the state, hi = ±1 in the case of gluons, and
hˆ(i) :=
1
2
λα(i)
∂
∂λα
(i)
− 1
2
λ¯α˙(i)
∂
∂λ¯α˙
(i)
(6)
is the helicity operator. Eq. (5) implies
A(..., eiβiλα(i), e
−iβiλ¯α˙(i), ...) = e
2ihiβiA(..., λα(i), λ¯
α˙
(i), ...) . (7)
A superamplitude of N = 4 SYM depends, besides n sets of complex
bosonic spinors, on n sets of complex fermionic variables ηAi carrying the
index of fundamental representation 4 of the SU(4) R-symmetry group
A(1; ...;n) = A(λ(1), λ¯(1), η1; ...;λ(n), λ¯(n), ηn), ηiAηBj = −ηBjηAi; (8)
it obeys n super-helicity constraints,
hˆ(i)A({λ(i), λ¯(i), ηAi}) = A({λ(i), λ¯(i), ηAi}) , (9)
hˆ(i) =
1
2
λα(i)
∂
∂λα
(i)
− 1
2
λ¯α˙(i)
∂
∂λ¯α˙
(i)
+ 1
2
ηAi
∂
∂ηAi
, A = 1, ..., 4 . (10)
The dependence of the superamplitude on ηAi is holomorphic: it is indepen-
dent of η¯Ai = (ηAi)
∗. Furthermore, according to (10), the degrees of homo-
geneity in ηAi is related to the helicity hi in (6), so that the decomposition
of superamplitude on ηAi includes amplitudes of different helicities.
These superamplitudes can be regarded as multiparticle generalizations
of the so-called on-shell superfields
Φ(λ, λ¯, ηA) = f (+) + ηAχ
A + 1
2
ηBηAs
AB + η∧3Aχ¯A + η
∧4f (−) , (11)
η∧3 A = 1
3!
ǫAB2B3B4ηB2ηB3ηB4 , η
∧4 = 1
4!
ηA1 . . . ηA4ǫ
A1...A4 , (12)
which obey the super-helicity constraint
hˆΦ(λ, λ¯, η) = Φ(λ, λ¯, η) , 2hˆ = λα ∂
∂λα
− λ¯α˙ ∂
∂λ¯α˙
+ ηA
∂
∂ηA
. (13)
The component fields in (11) describe the on-shell degrees of freedom of the
N = 4 SYM multiplet: positive and negative helicity gluons (f±), 6 scalars
(sAB = −sBA) and four ±1/2 helicity fermions (χA and χ˜A).
2
Higher n > 3 (super)amplitudes can be reconstructed from the lower, n′
point (super)amplitudes with 3 ≤ n′ ≤ (n − 1), using the BCFW recurrent
relations [8] and its superfield generalization [9]. To start such calculations
one needs to know the basic MHV and anti-MHV (MHV) 3-point superam-
plitudes which in the case of N = 4 SYM read
AMHV (1, 2, 3) =
1
[12] [23] [31]
δ8
(
λ¯α˙1ηA1 + λ¯α˙2ηA2 + λ¯α˙3ηA3
)
, (14)
AMHV(1, 2, 3) =
δ4
(
ηA(1) < 23 > +ηA(2) < 31 > +ηA(3) < 12 >
)
< 12 >< 23 >< 31 >
. (15)
2. Analytic superamplitudes of 10D SYM and spinor moving frame nature
of 10D spinor helicity variables. An approach to superamplitudes of 10D
SYM, which has a similarity with the above described 4D formalism have
been developed in [3]. In it the superamplitudes also depend analytically on
a similar set of complex 4 component variables η−Ai, A = 1, ..., 4, i = 1, ..., n.
However, the amplitudes in these superamplitudes
An δ
D
(
n∑
i
kai
)
= An({ρ
#
i , v
−
αqi;wi, w¯i; ηAi}) δ
D
(
n∑
i
ρ#i u
=
ai
)
(16)
depend on a different set of spinor helicity variables. This includes a set of
10D spinor frame (Lorentz harmonics) variables v −αqi, which we are going to
describe now, densities ρ#i , and a set of internal harmonic variables wi, w¯i
(see [10] and refs. therein) parametrizing the coset of SO(8):
{wAqi, w¯Aqi} =
(
SO(8)
SU(4)⊗U(1)
)
i
, q = 1, ..., 8; , A = 1, ..., 4 . (17)
In (16) these are actually pure gauge and play an auxiliary role (see below).
2.1. Spinor frame variables [11, 2, 3] or Lorentz harmonics, which are
suitable to describe D = 10 massless particles [12, 13], are given by the set
of 8 strongly constrained 16-component real bosonic spinors v −αq defined up
to SO(1, 1)× SO(8) transformations. These constraints and identifications
allow to consider v −αq as a kind of homogeneous coordinates of the eight-sphere
{v −αq} = S
8 , α = 1, ..., 16 , q = 1, ..., 8 . (18)
The sets of such variables can be used to write the expressions for light-
like momenta of a massless 10D particles similar to (1),
kaiσ
a
αβ = 2ρ
#
(i)v
−
αq(i)v
−
βq(i) , ρ
#v−αqiσ˜
αβ
a v
−
βpi = ka(i)δqp . (19)
Here α, β = 1, ..., 16 are 10D Majorana-Weyl (MW) spinor indices and σaαβ =
σaβα and σ˜
a αβ = σ˜a βα are 16×16 generalized Pauli matrices,
σaσ˜b + σbσ˜a = 2ηabI16×16 , a, b = 0, 1, ..., 9 . (20)
The constraints on v −αq(i) are essentially given by the relations (19) which
guarantee also the light-likeness of the momenta. The ’energy variables’
3
ρ#i are introduced to increase the (gauge) symmetry of the relation (19)
to SO(1, 1)i × SO(8)i (where the index i is introduced to stress that, in
the scattering problem, each set of spinor frame variables is defined up to
its ’own’ SO(1, 1)× SO(8) gauge transformations). This makes possible to
identify v −αq(i) with homogeneous coordinates of S
8, (18), which, in the light
of the relation with light-like momenta (19), can be recognized as celestial
sphere of a ten-dimensional observer (of the i-th 10D observer) [12, 13].
The name of spinor frame variables indicates that the above constraints
(19) can be obtained from two statements: i) that the variables v −αq form a
16×8 block of a Spin(1, 9) valued matrix 1
V (β)α =
(
v +αq˙, v
−
αq
)
∈ Spin(1, 9) , q = 1, ..., 8 , q˙ = 1, ..., 8 , (21)
which is called spinor moving frame matrix, and ii) that the light-like mo-
mentum ka of a massless 10D particle, kak
a = 0, is related to certain vector
from associated SO(1, 9) valued matrix (moving frame matrix)
u
(b)
ai =
((
u#a(i) + u
=
ai
)
/2, uIai ,
(
u#ai − u
=
ai
)
/2
)
∈ SO(1, D − 1) (22)
by (for further use, we restore the subscript i = 1, ..., n here)
kai = ρ
#
i u
=
ai . (23)
The relation of moving frame (22) and spinor moving frame (21) is given by
V σbV
T = u
(a)
b σ(a) , V
T σ˜(a)V = σ˜bu
(a)
b , (24)
which can be easily recognized as conditions of Lorentz invariance of the
generalized Pauli matrices written for a specific Lorentz rotation associated
to the vector frame 2.
Eq. (22) implies the following properties of the frame vectors (or vector
harmonics; these were called light-cone harmonic variables in [14, 15])
u=a u
a= = 0 , u#a u
a# = 0 , u=a u
a# = 2 , (25)
uIau
a= = 0 , uIau
a# = 0 , uIau
aJ = −δIJ , (26)
With an appropriate representation of sigma matrices, (24) implies
u=a σ
a
αβ = 2v
−
αq v
−
βq , u
=
a δqp = v
−
q σ˜av
−
p (27)
v+q˙ σ˜av
+
p˙ = u
#
a δq˙p˙ , 2v
+
αq˙ v
+
βq˙ = σ
a
αβu
#
a , (28)
v−q σ˜av
+
p˙ = u
I
aγ
I
qp˙ , 2v
−
(α|qγ
I
qq˙v
+
|β)q˙ = σ
a
αβu
I
a , (29)
where γIqp˙ = γ˜
I
p˙q with I = 1, ..., 8 are SO(8) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients,
which obey γI γ˜J + γJ γ˜I = δIJI8×8 and γ˜
IγJ + γ˜JγI = δIJI8×8.
1Hence also the name of Lorentz harmonics [16, 12, 13].
2This is the Lorentz rotation from a special coordinate system in which k(a)i =
ρ
#
i
(1, 0, ..., 0,−1) to an arbitrary coordinate system under consideration.
4
The 10D spinor helicity variables λαq i =
√
ρ#i v
−
αq i were introduced in [17]
and used their to construct a Clifford superfield approach to superampli-
tude. The understanding of the Lorentz harmonic nature of spinor helicity
variables from [17]3 allowed us to construct the spinor helicity formalism for
11D supergravity [1], simplify it for 10D SYM [2] and propose two versions
of superamplitude formalism for 11D SUGRA and 10D SYM [1, 2, 3] (both
simpler than the 10D Clifford superamplitude approach of [17]).
Eqs. (25) and (26) follow from (27)–(29). The relations (19) follow from
(27) and (23). What remains to comment is how the statement in (18) occurs.
In distinction to v −αp, the complementary harmonic variables v
+
αq˙ are not
physical and serve as a set of reference spinors (a counterpart of 4D µα, µ¯α˙).
This is reflected by K8 gauge symmetry of the Lorentz harmonic description
of massless particles which acts on spinor frame as
K8 : v
+
αq˙ 7→ v
+
αq˙ +
1
2
K#Iv −αpγ
I
pq˙ , v
−
αq 7→ v
−
αq . (30)
The gauge symmetry
∏
i SO(1, 1)i⊗ SO(8)i ⊂×K8i make possible to iden-
tify the Lorentz harmonics variables (v−αq(i), v
+
αq˙(i)) with generalized homoge-
neous coordinates of the coset isomorphic to the celestial sphere,
{(v−αq(i), v
+
αq˙(i))} =
(
Spin(1,9)
[SO(1,1)⊗Spin(8)]⊂×K8
)
i
= S8i . (31)
To make the statement in (31) manifest, we can introduce an arbitrary
reference spinor frame (v−αq, v
+
αq˙) and then fix the
∏⊗
i SO(1, 1)i⊗SO(8)i ⊂×K8i
auxiliary gauge symmetries by representing the i-th spinor frame as [2, 3]:
v −αqi = v
−
αq +
1
2
K=Ii γ
I
qq˙v
+
αq˙ , v
+
αq˙i = v
+
αq˙ . (32)
Then eight variables K=Ii carrying the physical degrees of freedom in v
−
αqi
can be identified with (stereographic) projective coordinates of S8 sphere.
When calculating amplitudes with our spinor frame based spinor helicity
formalism, it is often convenient and/or instructive to fix only the
∏⊗
i K8i
symmetry and to write the variables of the i-th spinor frame as [2, 3]
v −αqi = e
−αiOiqp
(
v −αp +
1
2
K=Ii γ
I
pq˙v
+
αq˙
)
, v +αq˙i = Oiq˙p˙e
αiv +αp˙ , (33)
where Oiqp and Oiq˙p˙ are SO(8) valued matrices ’parametrizing’ the SO(8)i
group, OiqpγIqq˙Oiq˙p˙ = γ
J
qq˙O
JI
i , and αi are parameters of SO(1, 1)i.
2.2 The internal harmonics (wAqi, w¯Aqi) (17) are defined by their relation
with a single set of reference internal frame variables (wAq , w¯Aq):
w¯qA i = Oqp iw¯pB e
−iβi U †BA i , w
A
q i = Oqp iw
B
p e
+iβiU AB i , (34)
w¯q˙A i = Oq˙p˙ iw¯p˙B e
iβi U †BA i , w
A
q˙ i = Oq˙p˙ iw
B
p˙ e
−iβiU AB i , (35)
U †CA i U
B
C i = δA
B ⇔ U AB i ∈ SU(4) . (36)
They are needed to construct the complex fermionic coordinate η−Ai = (η¯
−A
i )
∗
with SU(4)i index A = 1, ..., 4, the arguments of the superamplitude (16),
3This helicity spinor–Lorentz harmonic correspondence was also noticed in [18] in a
context of five dimensional field theories.
5
starting from a real fermionic coordinate θ−qi = (θ
−
qi)
∗ with SO(8)i s-spinor
index q = 1, ..., 8,
η−Ai = θ
−
qiw¯qA i . (37)
To understand the origin of these two types of fermionic variables, one may
turn to the quantization of massless superparticle. We refer to [2] for details
of that and only notice here that the 8-component real fermionic coordinate
θ−qi in its turn is composed of the real MW spinor fermionic coordinate θ
α
and the corresponding spinor frame variable v −αqi,
θ−qi = θ
α
i v
−
αqi . (38)
Eqs. (37) and (38) implies that the complex fermionic coordinate is actually
constructed from the real MW spinor and complex harmonics: η−Ai = θ
α
i v
−
αAi,
v −αAi := v
−
αqiw¯qA i. This is a manifestation of a more general fact that the
amplitude (16) can be considered as a function
An = An({ρ
#
i , v
−
αAi, v
−α
Ai ; η
−
Ai}) (39)
of complex spinor frame variables v−αA := v
−
αqw¯qA and v
−α
A := v
−α
q˙ w¯q˙A parametriz-
ing the coset Spin(1,9)
[SU(4)⊗U(1)⊗SO(1,1)]⊂×K8
(see [3] for further details).
The analytic superamplitudes (16) ((39)) do not carry indices, are Lorentz
invariant, invariant under
n∏
i=1
[SO(1, 1)i ⊗ SO(8)i ⊗ SU(4)i] (
n∏
i=1
[SO(1, 1)i ⊗
SU(4)i]) and covariant under
∏
i
SO(2)i = U(1)i symmetry transformations.
2.3. Eqs. (37) and (38) reveal a non-manifest difference of the fermionic
arguments of D = 4 and D = 10 superamplitudes. The former, ηAi, carry
the index of the same SU(4) group, the R-symmetry group of N = 4 4D
supersymmetry, while the latter, η−Ai, carry the indices of different SU(4)i
gauge symmetry groups, the transformations of which are used as identi-
fication relations allowing us to treat the internal harmonics as coordinate
of the coset (17). The matrices U AB i ∈ SU(4) in (34)–(36) are ’bridges’
between these SU(4)i’s and the SU(4) gauge symmetry used to define the
reference internal frame matrix {wAq , w¯Aq} and its counterpart with c-spinor
indices {wAq˙ , w¯Aq˙}. The 8×4 complex conjugate blocks of these matrices obey
wq
Aw¯pA + w¯qAwp
A = δqp and
w¯qBwq
A = δB
A , wq
Awq
B = 0 , w¯qAw¯qB = 0 . (40)
Due to specific properties of SO(8), these constraints actually imply that
{wAq , w¯Aq} and {w
A
q˙ , w¯Aq˙} are formed from the linear combinations of the
columns of the Spin(8) valued matrices w(p)q and w
(p˙)
q˙ related to 8v- repre-
sentation of the SO(8) reference internal frame
U
(J)
I =
(
UI
Jˇ , UI
(7), UI
(8)
)
=
(
UI
Jˇ , 1
2
(
UI + U¯I
)
, 1
2i
(
UI − U¯I
))
∈ SO(8)(41)
by γIqp˙U
(J)
I = w
(p)
q γ
(J)
(p)(q˙)w
(q˙)
p˙ . This includes the following factorization rela-
tions for two null-vectors of the internal 8v-frame, UI and U¯I = (UI)
∗,
U/qp˙ := γ
I
qp˙UI = 2w¯qAw
A
p˙ , U¯/qp˙ := γ
I
qp˙U¯I = 2w
A
q w¯p˙A . (42)
6
UIUI = 0 and U¯IU¯I = 0 follow from Eqs. (42) and (40).
3. Analytic superamplitude from constrained superamplitude. Just the
above complex null vectors are used to construct the analytic superampli-
tude (16) from the basic constrained superamplitude of 10D SYM theory
AI1...In({ρ
#
i , v
−
αqi; θ
−
qi}) [2]. This carries n 8v- indices of SO(8)i ’small groups’
of the light-like momenta (23), depends on real spinor frame variables v −αqi,
densities ρ#i and real 8s-spinor fermionic variables θ
−
qi, and obeys the set of
superfield equations
D+(j)qj A
(n)
I1...Ij...In
= 2ρ#j γ
Ij
qj q˙j
A(n)I1...Ij−1q˙jIj+1...In . (43)
Here D+(j)q =
∂
∂θ−
qj
+ 2ρ#j θ
−
qj and the fermionic constrained superamplitude
A(n)I1...Ij−1q˙jIj+1...In is defined by gamma trace part of the same equation (43)
(see [2] for further details).
The analytic superamplitude (16) is expressed in terms of constrained su-
peramplitudeAI1...In({ρ
#
i , v
−
αqi; θ
−
qi}) obeying (43) by [3] (UIi := UJOJI ie
−2iβi)
An({ρ
#
i , v
−
αqi;wi, w¯i; ηAi}) =
= e
−2
∑
j
ρ
#
j
η
−
Bj
η¯
−B
j
UI11 . . . UInn AI1...In({ρ
#
i , v
−
αqi; η
−
Aiw
A
qi + η¯
−A
i w¯qAi}). (44)
4. We would like to conclude this contribution by presenting the gauge
fixed version of the basic 3–point superamplitude of 10D SYM, the counter-
part of the 4D MHV amplitude (15). In the gauge (33), (34) this reads
AD=10 SYM3 =
1
2
K==IUI e
−2i(β1+β2+β3) δ4
(
ρ˜#1 η˜
−
1A + ρ˜
#
2 η˜
−
2A + ρ˜
#
3 η˜
−
3A
)
, (45)
where UI is the null-vector from the reference internal frame (41), (42),
ρ˜#i := ρ
#
i e
−2αi η˜−Ai := η
−
Bie
αi+iβiU BA i , (46)
with αi, βi and U BAi defined in (33) and (34), and the complex null-vector
K==I is defined by
K=I32
ρ˜
#
1
=
K=I21
ρ˜
#
3
=
K=I13
ρ˜
#
2
=: K==I , K=Iij = K
=I
i −K
=I
j . (47)
First and second equalities in (47) follow from the momentum conservation
conditions in 3-particle process. These requires K==I to be complex and
nilpotent, K==IK==I = 0. The use of the on-shell amplitudes dependent
on deformed complex light-like momenta to calculate higher n amplitudes of
particles with real, physical light-like momenta is a characteristic property
of the BCFW approach [8, 9]. The candidate BCFW recurrent relations for
constrained superamplitudes of 10D SYM and 11D SUGRA can be found
in [2] and [1]. The structure of the BCFW deformation of complex spinor
frame variables relevant for the calculation of the analytic 10D and 11D
superamplitudes was discussed in [3].
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